
CONSULTING
There is no substitute for experience when you need results.
We have problem solvers ready to find your answers. Your technology decisions are business decisions. 
Bridge360 helps you make informed choices, ensuring that these decisions have a positive impact on your 
company’s bottom line. 

We have a diverse portfolio of successful engagements and satisfied customers, who have trusted us to analyze 
the options, provide alternative recommendations, conduct risk assessments and supply the right information for 
confident decision-making. 

Bridge360 helps define tactical and strategic goals with needs assessments, gap 
analysis, feasibility studies and post-implementation reviews.

From networking schemas to modem configuration, complex retail application 
development to world class project management, our highly skilled team of 
problem solvers has the expertise to engage with you on your most important 
decisions.

We can provide assessments and recommendations on the impact of mergers and 
acquisitions on your business systems, as well as improve the scalability and 
performance of your IT operations and practices.

Business Process
Improvements

Because preparing a software product for international markets involves more than 
translation, we mentor your management teams and educate your development 
and test teams so you can step out into new markets the right way.

Globalization 
Best Practices

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT
When you’re the leading provider of legal matter management solutions, 
getting the details right is critical to your business. Through consulting 
and development services, Bridge360 provided the expert advice and 
experience that our client needed to take its first, important steps into 
new markets.

With Bridge360’s guidance, they successfully launched several 
multi-lingual, multi-currency versions of their product offerings and have 
been able to maintain the localized versions of their portfolio.
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Technology 
Evaluations
Bridge360 has been an 
invaluable partner in en-
abling our store associates

Bridge360 conducts technology and tool assessments to assist you in selecting the 
correct solutions for your business.  

Bridge360 assists you in determining alternatives, making recommendations on 
which tools will meet your needs and how well your current technology measures 
up to newer technologies and business demands.

We work with your business stakeholders and technology teams to determine 
the correct evaluation criteria and success metrics. We not only assess the tech-
nologies’ risks, strengths and weaknesses, but also provide implementation plans, 
identify constraints, and propose realistic timelines. 

About Bridge360 
Bridge360 is a custom software and application developer. We specialize in 
solving complex problems at every phase of the software development 
lifecycle, removing roadblocks to help your software and applications reach 
their full potential in any market. On the path to software excellence, you can 
trust our expertise, diverse technical proficiencies, speed and efficiency to 
translate your vision to motion, no matter where you are in the process—no 
matter where you want to be. 
The Bridge360 customer base includes system integrators, government 
agencies, software companies and world technology leaders, and small to 
enterprise businesses across the globe. Clients spanning industries from legal 
to healthcare, automotive to energy, and high tech to high fashion count on 
us to clear a path for success.  
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“Bridge360 has been an invaluable partner in enabling our store associates

They help us to move quickly on several of our software enhancement projects and have been extremely 
supportive in our changing needs from design through implementation. 

We truly value the great cooperation and follow through that we have experienced and look forward to a 
continued relationship.”

Kathleen Ford,    
Director Retail Systems - IT   

Restoration Hardware      

Creating software that is embraced by your customers outside the US is key to 
our clients’ success. Bridge360 provides assessments and training on 
internationalization practices, standards and guidelines that remove issues and 
hurdles in order to plan deployments effectively and efficiently.


